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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

We  consider  current  (1971–2000)  and  future  (2041–2070)  average  seasonal  surface  temperature  fields
from  two  regional  climate  models  (RCMs)  driven  by  the  same  atmosphere–ocean  general  circulation
model  (GCM)  in the  North  American  Regional  Climate  Change  Assessment  Program  (NARCCAP)  Phase
II experiment.  We  analyze  the  difference  between  future  and  current  temperature  fields  for  each  RCM
and include  the  factor  of  season,  the  factor  of  RCM,  and  their  interaction  in a two-way  ANOVA  model.
Noticing  that  classical  ANOVA  approaches  do not  account  for  spatial  dependence,  we  assume  that  the
main  effects  and  interactions  are  spatial  processes  that  follow  the  Spatial  Random  Effects  (SRE) model.
This  enables  us  to model  the  spatial  variability  through  fixed  spatial  basis  functions,  and  the  computations

associated  with  an ANOVA  of  high-resolution  RCM outputs  can  be  carried  out  without  having  to resort
to  approximations.  We  call  the  resulting  model  a spatial  two-way  ANOVA  model.  We  implement  it in
a Bayesian  framework,  and  we  investigate  the variability  of  climate-change  projections  over  seasons,
RCMs, and  their  interactions.  We  find  that projected  temperatures  in  North  America  are  credibly  higher,
that the  associated  warming  effects  differ  in  spatial  areas  and  in  seasons,  and  that  they  are  of  much  larger
magnitude  than  the variability  between  RCMs.
. Introduction

Climate models have become primary tools for scientists to
roject future climate change and to understand its potential

mpact. Since the late 1960s, atmosphere–ocean general circula-
ion models (GCMs) have been developed to simulate the climate
ver the entire globe. GCMs couple an atmospheric model with an
ceanic model to simulate components of the global climate sys-
em, such as circulations and forcings. Due to model complexity
nd limitations of computational resources, GCMs are restricted to
enerate outputs on coarse spatial scales, typically 200–500 km.
dditionally, due to their global perspective, GCMs usually over-
implify the regional climate processes and geophysical features
uch as the topography and land cover. Hence, GCMs are limited in
escribing local/regional climate effects, which are more relevant
o natural-resource management and environmental-policy deci-
ions. Consequently, in order to study the climate in a given region

f interest, regional climate models (RCMs) have been developed
o produce high-resolution outputs on scales of 20–50 km.  Focus-
ng on a limited spatial region, RCMs need initial conditions and
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time-dependent boundary conditions, which are typically provided
by a GCM; this is sometimes referred to as “dynamic downscaling”
of the GCM outputs (e.g., Fennessy and Shukla, 2000; Xue et al.,
2007).

Essentially, both GCMs and RCMs are a series of discretized dif-
ferential equations that attempt to represent physical relationships
such as the flows of energy and water within and between the
atmosphere, oceans, land, sea ice, etc. With anthropogenic forcings
incorporated, climate models can be run under different scenar-
ios (e.g., various CO2 levels) and thus provide a means to assess
human impact on climate change. GCMs and RCMs are complicated
to build and, while any one model is deterministic, their outputs are
subject to many sources of uncertainty. For example, uncertainty
may  be due to complexity of assumptions made about interaction
between atmospheric circulation and orography, about discretiza-
tion, or about parameterizations of the physical-forcing processes;
and for RCMs, there is also uncertainty about the GCM  that pro-
vides the boundary conditions. To obtain a better understanding of
such uncertainties, climate scientists carry out experiments with
multiple runs of multiple models. In this article, we consider a sub-
set of the climate-model experiment associated with the North

American Regional Climate Change Assessment Program (NARC-
CAP). We  propose a statistical framework to summarize the results
of the experiment, which is based on a Bayesian hierarchical spatial
analysis of variance (ANOVA) model.

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jag.2011.12.007
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NARCCAP is an international program designed to investigate
he uncertainties in RCMs and provide high-resolution (approxi-

ately 50 km)  climate-output data for the North American region
Mearns et al., 2009). A set of six RCMs and various experiments
re included in NARCCAP: The Phase I experiment is designed to
xplore the variability in RCM outputs for the current period where
ll six RCMs were run with common boundary conditions provided
y the NCEP Reanalysis II data (e.g., Kanamitsu et al., 2002). Kang
t al. (2012) proposed a Bayesian hierarchical model to combine
CM outputs for this part of the experiment. Further, Sain and
urrer (2010) and Christensen and Sain (2012) used two  differ-
nt classical spatial correlation models to capture the dependence
etween the six RCMs.

The most important part of the experiment in NARCCAP is called
he Phase II experiment, which involves not only multiple RCMs,
ut also multiple runs with different boundary conditions provided
y different GCMs. In Phase II, RCMs are run, not only for the cur-
ent period but also for a future period, and thus climate-change
rojections are available from the Phase II experiment.

Since NARCCAP Phase II is an ongoing experiment, in this article,
e consider a subset of the Phase II runs that are available. In partic-
lar, we consider current and future outputs from two  RCMs with
oundary conditions provided by the same GCM. Our statistical
nalysis, based only on outputs from the RCMs, is not a validation
tudy, since it cannot detect climate-change factors missing from
hem. In this article, we investigate the variability in the outputs
ue to two RCMs, four Boreal seasons, and their interactions, which
esults in a quantification of the projected climate change from
hese RCMs. Specifically, we do this with a spatial two-way analy-
is of variance (ANOVA) model in a Bayesian framework. Although
pplications of Bayesian modeling to the climate and environmen-
al sciences is not new (e.g., Berliner et al., 2000; Tebaldi et al.,
005), in previous analyses of multi-climate-model outputs, most
ocus on GCMs, and no spatial dependence is accounted for (e.g.,
ebaldi et al., 2005; Berliner and Kim, 2008; Smith et al., 2009). In
his article, we view the RCM outputs as spatial fields whose spa-
ial variability is modeled and incorporated into a two-way ANOVA

odel.
It should also be noted that due to the high resolution of RCM

utputs, the size of the datasets (i.e., model outputs) is very large. As
ointed out by Banerjee et al. (2008) and Cressie and Johannesson
2008),  such large or even massive datasets will cause computa-
ional difficulties for traditional spatial statistical methods, since
he computations require inversion of a large covariance matrix. For
xample, the Bayesian ANOVA model suggested by Kaufman and
ain (2010),  which is based on classical Matérn covariance func-
ions, cannot be directly implemented on the outputs we analyze in
his article. To alleviate the computational difficulty posed by mas-
ive datasets, several approximation methods have been proposed,
ncluding covariance tapering and predictive processes (e.g., Furrer
t al., 2006; Banerjee et al., 2008; Salazar et al., 2011). However, for
hese methods, it is not always clear how well the approximations
erform in relation to the underlying modeled spatial processes.

Approaches using Markov random fields have also been sug-
ested. Sain et al. (2010) and Sain and Kaufman (2011) deal with
omputation for large datasets, by using homogeneous Markov ran-
om fields, assuming conditional dependence between only first-
nd second-order neighbors. Sain et al. (2011) generalized this
odel for multivariate processes and apply it to analyze RCM out-

uts of both temperature and precipitation. Moreover, Lindgren
t al. (2011) construct Markov random fields for Gaussian processes
otivated by the stationary Matérn family of covariance functions.
heir representation of a Gaussian process with Markov random
elds is based on using approximate solutions to a specific type of
tochastic partial differential equations. They use a further approx-
mation to put irregularly sampled locations onto regular grids by
h Observation and Geoinformation 22 (2013) 3–15

using triangularization, and it is not clear whether the prediction
performance is sensitive to these approximations. The approach
in Lindgren et al. (2011) is limited in the way that nonstation-
ary processes are modeled. Within the domains of chosen basis
functions, they assume that parameters of the stochastic partial dif-
ferential equation are constant. This is a general comment that can
be made regarding the use of homogeneous Markov random fields
to model spatial dependence over large, heterogeneous regions,
namely, flexibility of the spatial model is compromised to solve
the computational challenge of inverting a very large covariance
matrix (e.g., Sain et al., 2010; Lindgren et al., 2011).

Cressie and Johannesson (2006, 2008) proposed a model with
flexible spatial covariance structure that they called the Spatial
Random Effects (SRE) model, which is computationally scalable
for large-to-massive spatial datasets. Kang and Cressie (2011)
extended it to the Bayesian framework, and Kang et al. (2012)
successfully used the SRE model to analyze high-resolution RCM
outputs in the NARCCAP Phase I experiment. In this article, we
incorporate the SRE model as one component in the spatial two-
way ANOVA model; this enables us not only to have a flexible
covariance structure without assuming homogeneity (e.g., sta-
tionarity or isotropy), but also to complete a Bayesian analysis
without using approximations as in Furrer et al. (2006) and
Banerjee et al. (2008).  In this article, we  use the SRE model to
analyze variabilities of climate-change projections from two  RCMs
due to various sources, including RCM, season, and their interac-
tions.

In Section 2, we  give a detailed description of the NARC-
CAP RCM outputs studied in this article. We  present a spatial
two-way ANOVA model in Section 3, and we give distributional
assumptions for the data model, the process model, and the
prior. Section 4 describes how this model is implemented on
the NARCCAP Phase II outputs, and the results of our analy-
sis are presented there. Discussion and conclusions are given
in Section 5, and Appendices A and B contain details on the
prior specifications and the Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)
algorithm used to obtain the posterior distribution, respec-
tively.

2. NARCCAP RCM outputs

The North American Regional Climate Change Assessment Pro-
gram (NARCCAP) is an international program designed to explore
uncertainties in the regional climate projections from RCMs. A set
of six RCMs are included in NARCCAP to produce high-resolution
(approximately 50 km)  outputs over the spatial domain covering
most of Canada, the 48 contiguous states in the United States, and
northern Mexico, as well as the adjacent Atlantic and Pacific Oceans.
In the Phase II experiment of NARCCAP, these six RCMs are coupled
with a collection of four different GCMs. For each RCM+GCM com-
bination, two  climate-model runs are specified: A current run is
implemented from 1971 to 2000, with boundary conditions pro-
duced by the “Climate of the 20th Century” GCMs; a future run is
implemented from 2041 through 2070, with boundary conditions
produced by the GCMs with the SRES A2 emissions scenario for the
21st century (Nakicenovic et al., 2000).

In order to explore developments in the global environment,
especially the future production of greenhouse gases and aerosol
precursor emissions, scientists construct emissions scenarios by
characterizing the dynamics and relationships between various
factors such as demographic, politico-societal, economic, and tech-

nological growth. In Nakicenovic et al. (2000),  a set of four scenarios
families are developed and are later used as the “markers” scenarios
in the IPCC Fourth Assessment Report (Solomon et al., 2007). Among
them, the SRES A2 emissions scenario assumes the world to be
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Table  1
Summary of the two RCMs and the GCM used.

Model Research center Full name of model

CRCM OURANOS/UQAM Canadian Regional Climate Model
RCM3 UC Santa Cruz Regional Climate Model version 3
CGCM3 Canadian Centre

for Climate
Canadian Global Climate Model version 3
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Table 2
ANOVA table of {Dij}.

Source df SS MS F p-Value

RCM 1 0.0076 0.0076 14.5240 0.0318

on the land than on the ocean generally, and the Hudson Bay area
Modelling and
Analysis

eterogeneous and assumes increasing regionalization, with con-
inuously increasing population but more fragmented and slower
conomic growth without emphasis on environmental sustainabil-
ty. Therefore, compared to other scenarios in Nakicenovic et al.
2000), the SRES A2 emissions scenario is one with high (but not
he highest) emissions and CO2 concentration. Since the actual tra-
ectory of emissions from 1990 to the present indicates a relatively
igh emissions scenario, in the Phase II of NARCCAP, the SRES A2
missions scenario was chosen for all future runs.

One of the goals of NARCCAP is to investigate the possible
ncertainties in outputs from different RCMs due to various charac-
eristics of the RCMs and the GCMs. Additionally, it is expected that
he RCMs’ projections would be used for impacts research related
o public health and environmental issues. The details regarding
xperiments and climate models included in NARCCAP and refer-
nces concerning their developments, are available in Mearns et al.
2009) and at http://www.narccap.ucar.edu/.

In this article, we consider a subset of the Phase II runs whose
esults are available. Specifically, we analyze outputs from two
CMs with boundary conditions provided by the same GCM in the
urrent and the future run; these are summarized in Table 1. In par-
icular, we consider the average surface temperature in the Boreal
pring (March, April, and May), Boreal summer (June, July, and
ugust), Boreal autumn (September, October, and November), and
oreal winter (December, January, and February), for the current
eriod (1971–2000) and the future period (2041–2070), produced
y two RCMs (CRCM and RCM3) with the same GCM (CGCM3) pro-
iding the boundary conditions. The RCMs were run at a spatial
cale of approximately 50 km,  and their outputs were interpolated
o a standard NARCCAP grid of 98 × 120 points, unequally spaced in
ongitude and latitude. The points are centered at grid cells whose
nion is the spatial domain of interest we call D.

Using differential equations that describe the physical dynam-
cs such as energy flows, the RCMs simulate 3-hourly “weather”
ver long time periods and generate a vast array of outputs, from
hich the long-run average is commonly used as a summary of
ow a climate model approximates the Earth’s climate. In this
rticle, we are particularly interested in the temperature change
rojected by these two  RCMs. Therefore, we create the seasonal
emperature-change summaries. That is, for the ith RCM (i = 1 indi-
ates CRCM and i = 2 indicates RCM3), jth season (j = 1 indicates
oreal spring, . . .,  j = 4 indicates Boreal winter), and for each pixel
k in D, we define the climatological summary for the current and
he future:

current
ij (sk) ≡

2000∑
t=1971

Zij(sk; t)
30

, (1)

future
ij

(sk) ≡
2070∑

t=2041

Zij(sk; t)
30

, (2)
here Zij(sk ; t) is the ith RCM’s average temperature for the jth sea-
on in pixel sk during year t, for i = 1, 2, j = 1, . . .,  4, {sk : k = 1, . . .,  n},
nd n = 98 × 120 = 11, 760. Although seasonal average temperatures
Season 3 0.4784 0.1595 303.5419 0.0003
Error 3 0.0016 0.0005
Total 7 0.4876

are expected to vary over years, it is common to take a long-term
average (here over 30 years) to indicate the seasonal climate.

The climate change between future and current periods is rep-
resented by their differences:

Dij(sk) = Zfuture
ij

(sk) − Zcurrent
ij (sk), (3)

for i = 1, 2, j = 1, . . .,  4, and k = 1, . . .,  n. In this article, the spatial
fields of temperature differences, {Dij(sk) : sk ∈ D}, are referred to
as “data.” We first summarize the spatial averages of the data,
Dij ≡

∑n
k=1Dij(sk)/n, for i = 1, 2 and j = 1, . . .,  4, without consider-

ing the spatial dependence. Note that {Dij} can be viewed as data
from a classical two-factor experiment with the factor RCM at two
levels and the factor season at four levels, without replication. We
summarize the variation from different sources with an ANOVA
table (Table 2), where it can be seen that there are very significant
differences in temperature change for seasons and less so for RCMs.
In fact, in Section 4 our spatial analysis of variance shows that the
difference between RCMs is very small, illustrating the danger of
doing a spatially aggregated analysis instead of a conditional (on
spatial location) analysis. This difference between a marginal anal-
ysis and a conditional analysis is referred to as Simpson’s Paradox
in the statistical literature; the conditional analysis gives sharper
inferences.

To ascertain the source of these differences, we  now use a statis-
tical analysis that takes into account the spatial dependence. Define
n-dimensional vectors:

Dij ≡ (Dij(s1), . . . , Dij(sn))′, (4)

for i = 1, 2, and j = 1, . . .,  4. The left panels in Fig. 1 show the images of
{D2j(·)}, the temperature-difference fields from RCM3 for the four
Boreal seasons, j = 1, . . .,  4. It can be seen that the temperature dif-
ference is always positive for all seasons. That is, RCM3 projects that
it will be warmer in future in the entire spatial domain D, no matter
the season. We  also notice that, generally speaking, the warming
effect is stronger over the land compared to that over the ocean.
Additionally, the warming effect during the Boreal winter in the
northern part of the domain is particularly strong, especially in
the Hudson Bay area. The right panels in Fig. 1 show the images
of {D1j(·) − D2j(·)} (CRCM minus RCM3) for the four Boreal sea-
sons, j = 1, . . .,  4. For the Boreal winter, it seems that CRCM projects
even larger temperature differences than does RCM3, while it is the
opposite in the Boreal summer. It can also be seen that temperature
differences are smaller off the west coast for CRCM than those for
RCM3.

We define the following empirical baseline field {D..(sk) : k = 1,
. . .,  n} as the average over both the factors, RCM and season:

D..(sk) =
2∑

i=1

4∑
j=1

Dij(sk)
8

,  k = 1, . . . , n. (5)

The upper-right panel in Fig. 2 shows the spatial field of {D..(·)}
from which it can be seen that, overall, future temperatures will be
higher than current temperatures. The warming effect is stronger
shows the highest temperature difference.
Note that for a given s ∈ D, {Dij(s)} can be viewed as data from a

classical two-factor experiment without replication, with the factor

http://www.narccap.ucar.edu/
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Fig. 1. Left column: Regional climate-change projections from RCM3, D2j , for four Boreal seasons, j = 1 (spring), j = 2 (summer), j = 3 (autumn), j = 4 (winter) from the top down.
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ight  column: Regional climate-change projections differences between CRCM and R
o  avoid distortion, the color scale on the left stops at 5 ◦C, although there are high
he  bottom-left panel).

RCM’ at two levels and the factor ‘season’ at four levels. Therefore,
 classical ANOVA of the type given in Table 2, can be implemented
or each pixel s ∈ D, independently. However, this ignores the spa-
ial dependence over the field, and the information from the dataset
ould not be used efficiently. In this article, we expand the classi-

al ANOVA approach in the spatial setting, and we propose a spatial
wo-way ANOVA model to do this. This will be discussed in the next
ection.

. Bayesian hierarchical spatial ANOVA model

In this section, we introduce the Bayesian hierarchical spatial

NOVA model for analyzing regional climate-change projections,
Dij(·)}. The formulation can be applied to any spatial dataset from

 two-way factorial experiment. All the three levels of the hier-
rchical model, namely the data, process,  and parameter (or prior)
odels are presented.
 D1j − D2j , for four Boreal seasons, j = 1 (spring), . . .,  j = 4 (winter) from the top down.
peratures for a few pixels on the maps (max. temperature difference = 7.18 ◦C, in

3.1. Data model

Climate models, which are complicated coupled systems of dif-
ferential equations, are typically run over long time periods, and
climatological statistics, such as long-run averages, are extracted
and modeled as one single realization equal to the underlying pro-
cess plus noise (e.g., Furrer et al., 2007; Sain et al., 2011; Kang et al.,
2012). In our analysis, these long-run averages, {Dij(·)}, are in fact
average differences between future and current 30-year runs from
two RCMs (i = 1 and 2) and for four Boreal seasons (j = 1, . . .,  4). To
represent the variability that is inherent in such constructions, we
consider the following data model:
Dij(s) = Yij(s) + εij(s), s ∈ D, (6)

where {Yij(·)} represents the projection of climate change from
the ith RCM for the jth season, and {εij(·)} represents the residual
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ig. 2. Upper-left panel: The posterior mean of Y.. . Upper-right panel: D.. . Middle-le
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ariability after temporal averaging. Similar to Dij in (4),  we  define
he corresponding n-dimensional vectors:

ij ≡ (Yij(s1), . . . , Yij(sn))′,

nd

ij ≡ (εij(s1), . . . , εij(sn))′.

e assume that the noise components {εij} follow Gaussian (Gau)
istributions:

ij∼Gau(0, �2
ε Vij), independently, for i = 1, 2, j = 1, . . . , 4, (7)

here �2
ε is an unknown parameter, and {Vij} are known n × n

iagonal matrices determined by variability of replications of the
utputs over time. That is, the kth diagonal element of Vij is specified
s:
ij(sk) =
(

1
30

) 2070∑
t=2041

(Zij(sk; t) − Zij(sk; t − 70) − Dij(sk))2

29
.

el: The posterior standard deviation of Y.. . Middle-right panel: Differences between
 97.5th (lower-right) percentiles of Y.. .

In applications beyond this one, the matrices {Vij} will be known
from instrument specification or estimated separately (e.g., Shi and
Cressie, 2007; Kang et al., 2010).

Equivalently, the data model in (6) and (7) can be written as:

Dij|{Yij}∼Gau(Yij, �2
ε Vij), independently, for i = 1, 2, j = 1, . . . , 4.

(8)

Note that the assumption of conditional independence of {Dij} does
not mean that they are unconditionally independent. In fact, we
expect that {Dij} are dependent, since they are all projections of
climate change for the same region D.
3.2. Process model

The projections of climate change from RCMs for all four seasons,
{Yij(·)}, are modeled statistically with a spatial two-way ANOVA
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odel. Specifically, for s ∈ D, we first model the projection from
he ith RCM for the jth season as follows:

ij(s) = �(s) + ai(s) + bj(s) + (ab)ij(s), i = 1, 2, j = 1, . . . , 4, (9)

here �(·) represents the baseline; {ai(·)} are the main effects rep-
esenting differences between RCMs; {bj(·)} are the main effects
epresenting differences between seasons; {(ab)ij(·)} are the inter-
ctions between the RCM factor and the season factor. Note that
ffects in (9) are now functions of location s ∈ D, through which
patial dependencies will be taken into account.

Kaufman and Sain (2010) discussed a similar model as in (9),
lthough their choice of process model for {ai(·)}, {bj(·)}, and
(ab)ij(·)} leads to very slow MCMC  algorithms to sample the
osterior distributions. In our situation, the RCM outputs are
igh-resolution and, hence, any one spatial field is very large:

 = 98 × 120 = 11, 760. As pointed out by Banerjee et al. (2008) and
ressie and Johannesson (2008),  such large or even massive n will
ause computational difficulties for traditional spatial statistical
ethods. This is the case in Kaufman and Sain (2010),  since inver-

ions of n × n covariance matrices are required during each of their
CMC  sampling steps.
In this article, we choose to model main and interaction effects

ith the SRE model, due to its flexible spatial modeling and its com-
utational advantages. Specifically, {ai(·)}, {bj(·)}, and {(ab)ij(·)} are
odeled as follows:

i(s) = S(s)′ıi, bj(s) = S(s)′� j, and(ab)ij(s) = S(s)′�ij,

here S(·) ≡ (S1(·), . . .,  Sr(·))′ is a vector of r deterministic, known,
ulti-resolutional, not-necessarily-orthogonal spatial basis func-

ions. The r-dimensional vectors, ıi ≡ (ı1,i, . . .,  ır,i)′, � j ≡ (�1,j, . . .,
r,j)′, and �ij ≡ (�1,ij, . . .,  �r,ij)′ are Gaussian random effects and are
odeled with independent Gaussian distributions, as follows:

ıi∼Gau(0, K1),

� j∼Gau(0, K2), j = 1, 3,

� j∼Gau(0, K3), j = 2, 4,

�ij∼Gau(0, K4), i = 1, 2, j = 1, 3,

�ij∼Gau(0, K5), i = 1, 2, j = 2, 4.

(10)

otice that we allow the covariance matrices to differ between the
ild (spring and autumn) seasons and the extreme (summer and
inter) seasons.

Define S to be the n × r matrix whose jth column is Sj(·), and
efine the n-dimensional vector, � ≡ (�(s1), . . .,  �(sn))′. Then the
odel in (9) can be rewritten as:

ij = � + Sıi + S� j + S�ij, (11)

here the random effects {ıi}, {� j}, and {�ij} are independently
istributed as in (10), for i = 1, 2, j = 1, . . .,  4.

.3. Parameter model

To complete the Bayesian hierarchical model, we specify the
arameter model (i.e., the prior distribution) for the various param-
ters, specifically, the baseline �, the r × r covariance matrices K1,

 . .,  K5, and the variance parameter �2
ε . First, we assume indepen-

ence:

�, K1, . . . , K5, �2
ε ] = [�] · [K1]· · ·[K5] · [�2

ε ]. (12)

hen we assign prior models for each of the components, as follows.

e assume that � has a Gaussian prior,

∼Gau(�0, �2
0 I), (13)

here �0 and �2
0 are known hyperparameters (see Appendix A).
h Observation and Geoinformation 22 (2013) 3–15

We consider now the prior distributions for the r × r, positive-
definite covariance matrices Km, for m = 1, . . .,  5. Previous articles on
random-effects models have usually assumed a very simple struc-
ture, such as: Km is a multiple of the identity matrix (e.g., Zhao et al.,
2006; Baladandayuthapani et al., 2008), or Km is a diagonal matrix
(e.g., Furrer et al., 2007; Lopes et al., 2008). Then priors such as the
inverse-gamma prior have been assigned to the associated scale
parameters. For the SRE model, Kang and Cressie (2011) suggested
the Givens-angle prior for the covariance matrix, and they have
shown that it allows for much more flexibility and has better pre-
diction performance, when compared to the previously mentioned
priors. It has also been applied by Kang et al. (2012) to analyze
the outputs in the NARCCAP Phase I experiment. In this article,
because we use the SRE model to capture spatial dependence, we
can similarly use the Givens-angle prior on {Km}.

We first express Km, for m = 1, . . .,  5, in terms of its spectral
decomposition,

Km = Pm�mP ′
m, (14)

where �m is the diagonal matrix, diag(�1,m, . . .,  �r,m), whose diago-
nal elements are the eigenvalues �1,m ≥ �2,m ≥ · · · ≥ �r,m > 0, and Pm

is the corresponding orthogonal matrix of eigenvectors such that
P ′

mPm = PmP ′
m = I. As in Kang and Cressie (2011),  we express Pm in

terms of the r(r − 1)/2 Givens angles, denoted by 	ij,m, for i = 1, . . .,
r − 1 and j = i + 1, . . .,  r:

Pm = (G12,mG13,m· · ·G1r,m) · (G23,m· · ·G2r,m)· · ·G(r−1)r,m. (15)

In (15), Gij,m is the Givens rotation matrix corresponding to 	ij,m,
defined as a modification of the r × r identity matrix whose ith and
jth diagonal elements of 1 are replaced by cos(	ij,m), and whose (i,
j) and (j, i) elements of 0 are replaced by −sin(	ij,m) and sin(	ij,m),
respectively.

We further assume independence of

�m ≡ (�1,m, . . . , �r,m)′

and

�m ≡ (	12,m, . . . , 	1r,m, 	23,m, . . . , 	2r,m, . . . , 	(r−1)r,m)′;

that is,

[�m, �m] = [�m] · [�m], m = 1, . . . , 5.

Priors on �m and �m imply a prior distribution on Km that is very
flexible. We  assign priors on �m and �m as suggested by Kang and
Cressie (2011),  so that the prior on Km has a multi-resolutional
structure brought about by the choice of multi-resolutional basis
functions in the SRE model; Kang and Cressie (2011) call this the
Givens-angle prior. Other than the multi-resolutional structure, the
Givens-angle prior aims to be noninformative; more details, includ-
ing hyperparameter specification, can be found in Appendix A and
in Kang and Cressie (2011).

Finally, we  independently assign an inverse-gamma-
distribution prior to �2

ε :

�2
ε ∼IG(a, b), (16)

where IG(a, b) denotes the inverse-gamma distribution with shape
(�2)−(a+1) exp
�2

. (17)

Both a and b are hyperparameters, and their specifications are given
in Appendix A.
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ig. 3. Center points of local bisquare functions from two resolutions, marked with
rosses and circles, respectively. Triangles indicate the four locations considered in
ection 4.

. Results

.1. Implementation

To implement the spatial two-way ANOVA model described in
ection 3, we need to specify the r-dimensional vector of spatial
asis functions S(·). Shi and Cressie (2007) used W-wavelets as the
asis functions in the SRE model in their analysis of a large spatial
emote-sensing dataset, whereas Cressie and Johannesson (2008)
nd Cressie and Kang (2010) used local bisquare functions. Kang
t al. (2012) studied RCM outputs in the NARCCAP Phase I exper-
ment using the SRE model and, in their work, they noticed that
emperature fields differ over regions with different elevation lev-
ls and over regions with a lot of land–water energy exchange (e.g.,
he Great Lakes and Hudson Bay). The RCMs reflect these patterns
n different ways since various types of thermal/water layers and
and-surface treatments are applied. As a result, Kang et al. (2012)
ncluded in their analysis local bisquare functions and five basis
unctions given by the elevation and the indicator functions 1land(s),
lake(s), 1bay(s), and 1coast(s), for land, the Great Lakes, Hudson Bay,
nd the coastlines, respectively. Since we are investigating tem-
erature fields over the same spatial domain D  in this article, we
hoose to use this same set of spatial basis functions. That is, we
hoose r = 16 + 64 + 5 = 85 spatial basis functions in all, which con-
ist of 16 and 64 local bisquare functions from the first and second
esolutions (Fig. 3 shows their centers), plus the five extra basis
unctions described above. For further details on the spatial basis
unctions used, readers are referred to Kang et al. (2012).

In a fully Bayesian analysis, we can carry out inferences on all
he unknowns, namely the hidden processes and the parameters.
pecifically, the processes of interest are {Yij}, {ıi}, {� j}, {�ij}, and
he parameters are �, K1, . . .,  K5, �2

ε . Notice that from (11), �, ıi,
j, and �ij determine the process Yij. Therefore, the joint (posterior)
istribution of �, ıi, � j, and �ij implies the (posterior) distribution
f Yij.

To obtain the posterior distribution of the unknowns given the
ata {Dij}, we first derive the joint distribution as the product of
he data model (Section 3.1), the process model (Section 3.2), and
he parameter (or prior) model (Section 3.3). Then, from Bayes’
heorem, the posterior distribution is,

[processes,  parameters|data] ∝ [data|processes,  parameters]
· [processes|parameters] · [parameters], (18)
here “∝” denotes “is proportional to.” The complexity and high-
imensionality of Bayesian hierarchical models typically prohibit
he direct computation of the normalizing constant and hence of
he posterior distribution.
h Observation and Geoinformation 22 (2013) 3–15 9

Simulation procedures, such as Markov chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC) methods, can be used to obtain an empirical estimate
of the posterior distributions of interest (e.g., Gilks et al., 1996).
In this article, we implement an MCMC  procedure known as
the Gibbs Sampler (e.g., Gelfand and Smith, 1990), incorporating
Metropolis–Hastings steps (e.g., Metropolis et al., 1953; Hastings,
1970) where necessary. To implement the Gibbs sampler, the full
conditional distributions for the unknowns in the model are needed,
where in general the full conditional distributions are defined by
the collection of conditional distributions of each unknown given
all other unknowns (see Appendix B).

In our analysis, we ran two  parallel chains for 12,500 iterations
each and discarded the first 2500, for a total of 20,000 iterations.
All the computations were carried out in Matlab on a dual core 2.88
GHz Intel Xeon processor with 96 Gb of memory running Linux; our
results took 40 CPU hours to compute. Although it is not possible to
simultaneously perform formal tests of convergence of the sampled
chain, due to the large number of parameters involved in the entire
model, we checked convergence of the MCMC  on selected quanti-
ties through trace plots, as suggested in Kang et al. (2012).  The plots
indicated that sampling was from the posterior distribution of the
unknowns given the data.

4.2. Inferences

We first present the posterior mean (the optimal predictor
under squared-error loss) of the average climate-change projec-
tions, averaged over RCMs and seasons, that is, the posterior mean
of

Y..(s) ≡
2∑

i=1

4∑
j=1

Yij(s)
8

, s ∈ D,

which is E(Y..(s)|{Dij}). As seen from the middle-left panel in Fig. 2,
the posterior mean of Y..(·) is above zero (i.e., warming) over the
entire spatial domain D. The difference between D.. and the poste-
rior mean of Y..(·) is plotted in the upper-right panel in Fig. 2, where
it can be seen that the difference is substantial, especially in the
Hudson Bay, northern Pacific, and Atlantic coast areas. As expected,
E(Y..(·)|{Dij}) is generally smoother than D..(·) over D. For example,
the high values in the Hudson Bay area from D..(·) are shrunk by the
spatial process model towards those in the surrounding regions
in the posterior mean of Y..(·). The posterior standard deviation of
Y..(·) is plotted in the middle-right panel in Fig. 2. Overall, the poste-
rior standard deviations over land are larger than those over water
(including oceans, lakes, and bay areas).

Our Bayesian analysis enables us to consider the full poste-
rior distribution of Y..(·), which includes its mean and standard
deviation. For example, in the lower-left and lower-right pan-
els in Fig. 2, we present maps of the pixelwise posterior 2.5th
and 97.5th percentiles of Y..(·), denoted as Ŷ (2.5)

.. ( · ) and Ŷ (97.5)
.. ( · ),

respectively. The posterior 2.5th percentiles are greater than 2 ◦C
for about two thirds of the pixels in D, while the posterior 97.5th
percentiles are greater than 2 ◦C for more than three fourths
(most of them over land) of the pixels in D. The 2 ◦C chosen
here is different from the 2 ◦C tolerable threshold defined by
the European Union, since the latter is defined as the difference
between temperatures of the future and the pre-industrial period
(1861–1890). Since the average global temperature of the pre-
industrial period was  about 0.8 ◦C lower than that of the current
period (http://ec.europa.eu/clima/policies/brief/eu/index en.htm),
the proportion of pixels we note above (about two out of three) is

even more alarming.

Percentile computations also provide us with a posterior
probability interval (or interval estimation), in contrast to the
point estimation provided by the posterior mean. Specifically, the

http://ec.europa.eu/clima/policies/brief/eu/index_en.htm
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osterior probability that Y..(s) lies in the interval from Ŷ (2.5)
.. (s) to

ˆ (97.5)
.. (s) is 0.95, for each pixel s ∈ D.

We also consider the posterior-distributional properties of var-
ous contrasts, which are defined as linear combinations of two
r more factor-level means with coefficients adding up to zero. In
he upper panels in Fig. 4, we present the posterior means and the
osterior standard deviations of Y1.(·) − Y2.(·), which is the differ-
nce between CRCM and RCM3, averaged over seasons. It indicates
hat CRCM projects more temperature increase in southern Texas
nd northern Mexico areas, while its projections are cooler on

he coast, as compared to RCM3. In the lower panels in Fig. 4, we
resent the posterior means and the posterior standard deviations
f Y.2(·) − Y.4(·), the difference between the summer and winter
emperature increase, averaged over RCMs. It can be seen that the
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ig. 6. Left column: Plots of posterior means of {Y.. + vj : j = 1, . . . , 4}, with j = 1 indicati
ui : i = 1, 2}, with i = 1 indicating CRCM and i = 2 indicating RCM3. Right column: Plots of 

ith  circles) and i = 2 indicating RCM3 (blue line with asterisks), and j = 1 indicating spr
Hudson Bay pixel), 2nd row (Great Lakes pixel), 3rd row(Mid-West pixel), bottom row (R
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differences between the summer and winter temperature increase
are positive in the south and negative in the north. One  can see
that, particularly in the Hudson Bay, winter increases in tempera-
ture are much greater than summer increases. The reverse is true in
the Midwest of the United States. It should also be noticed that the
posterior mean of Y.2(·) − Y.4(·), is of larger magnitude than that of
Y1.(·) − Y2.(·). That is, seasonal differences are much more important
than RCM differences.

In addition, we consider the differences between RCMs given
a certain season, summer or winter. That is, we investigate the

contrasts, Y12(·) − Y22(·) and Y14(·) − Y24(·), respectively, whose pos-
terior means and standard deviations are shown in Fig. 5. Compared
to D12(·) − D22(·) and D14(·) − D24(·) in Fig. 1, the posterior means of
Y12(·) − Y22(·) and Y14(·) − Y24(·) are much smoother (as expected).
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0.2
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ng spring , . . .,  j = 4 indicating winter. Middle column: Plots of posterior means of
posterior means of {wij : i = 1, 2, j = 1, . . . , 4}, with i = 1 indicating CRCM (red line
ing , . . .,  j = 4 indicating winter. The rows correspond to the locations s0: Top row
ocky Mountains pixel).
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rom Fig. 5, it can be seen that in winter, CRCM tends to project
tronger warming effects than RCM3 in the northern region, espe-
ially in the Hudson Bay, while in summer it is the opposite. In
oth winter and summer, CRCM seems to project more tempera-
ure increase in southern Texas and northern Mexico. Additionally,
otice that the posterior standard deviations of Y12(·) − Y22(·) are
maller than those of Y14(·) − Y24(·).

Besides inferences over the entire domain D, we  are able to
nvestigate temperature increases for single pixels. For a fixed pixel
0 ∈ D, we decompose Yij(s0) as follows:

Yij(s0) = Y..(s0) + ui(s0) + vj(s0) + wij(s0),

here

i(s0) = Yi.(s0) − Y..(s0)

j(s0) = Y.j(s0) − Y..(s0)

ij(s0) = Yij(s0) − Yi.(s0) − Y.j(s0) + Y..(s0).

our locations were chosen for s0, as shown by the triangles in
ig. 3. We  then computed and plotted the posterior means of
..(s0) + vj(s0), ui(s0), and wij(s0) for these four locations, in the

eft, middle, and right columns of Fig. 6, respectively. The purpose
f Fig. 6 is to illustrate that the effects of climate change, season,
CM, and their interaction are different at different locations. The

eft column of Fig. 6 indicates warming on the order of 3 ◦C for the
our locations, with seasonal warming from 1 ◦C to 6 ◦C in the Hud-
on Bay pixel. The middle column of Fig. 6 shows the magnitude of
ariation due to choice of climate model to be miniscule in com-
arison. The interaction between climate model and season shown

n the right column of Fig. 6 is small and indicates local (in time and
pace) differences in the way the RCMs capture the flows of energy
nd water.

We  shall now investigate how large the variability due to RCM
s, compared to the projected temperature change. To provide a
uantitative measure, for a given region S0 ⊂ D, we  define

0 ≡

√∑
s∈S0

(Y1.(s) − Y2.(s))2/(2|S0|)∑
s∈S0

Y..(s)/|S0| ,  (19)

hich is unit-free and analogous to the coefficient of variation mea-
ure. In Table 3, we choose S0 to be the entire domain D, the land,
he Great Lakes, the Hudson Bay, the coastline, and the ocean.
otice that the numerator in (19) gives a measure of the variability
etween the two RCMs in the region S0, while the denominator

s the projected climate change averaged over the same region.
ence, R0 provides the relative magnitude of variability between
CMs, relative to the averaged projected climate change. The pos-
erior means, 2.5th and 97.5th percentiles of R0 are summarized in
able 3, where it can be seen that for all the regions S0 considered, R0

s estimated to be very small, less than 5%. That is, the variability due
o RCM is much smaller than the projected climate change, indicat-
ng that our overall conclusions about climate-change projections
re not RCM-dependent.

able 3
osterior mean of R0 and 95% credible interval (R̂(2.5)

0 , R̂(97.5)
0 ), for various regions S0.

Region S0 Post. mean of R0 (R̂(2.5)
0 , R̂(97.5)

0 )

D  0.0455 (0.0443, 0.0467)
Land 0.0424 (0.0410, 0.0438)
Great Lakes 0.0322 (0.0224, 0.0428)
Hudson Bay 0.0246 (0.0200, 0.0296)
Coastline 0.0494 (0.0470, 0.0518)
Ocean 0.0583 (0.0564, 0.0860)
h Observation and Geoinformation 22 (2013) 3–15

5. Discussion and conclusions

In this article, we develop a spatial two-way ANOVA model
in a Bayesian framework that allows a coherent statistical anal-
ysis of RCM climate-change projections from NARCCAP Phase II.
We investigate the variabilities due to RCMs, Boreal seasons, and
their interactions. Our spatial ANOVA is based on the Spatial Ran-
dom Effects (SRE) model that allows us to carry out the Bayesian
computations in an efficient manner. Additionally, the SRE model
allows a very flexible class of spatial covariance structures without
assuming stationarity or isotropy.

In our analysis, we obtain inferences for the temperature-
change projections based on posterior distributions. We  find that
the warming effects differ in areas and seasons substantially: For
example, the warming effects are much stronger in the north in
winter, and they are stronger in the south in summer. We  also
find that although the two RCMs produce different outputs, the
variability between RCMs is very small, when compared to the
projected warming effects. Additionally, from our Bayesian anal-
ysis, we  are able to obtain both point and interval estimates, and
we investigate various contrasts between factor levels of RCM and
season.

The SRE model applied in this article can be employed for ana-
lyzing massive environmental datasets. Particularly when spatial
observations at some locations are missing (not the case for RCMs),
the SRE model can be used to generate optimal spatial predic-
tions through the spatial best linear unbiased predictor (spatial
BLUP, or kriging). These can be computed efficiently, along with
their associated uncertainty measures, as shown in Cressie and
Johannesson (2008) and Kang and Cressie (2011).  The multi-way
SRE models we  present in this article can potentially be used
for analyzing observations from various instruments on different
remote-sensing platforms, where the size of the datasets is typically
large or even massive.

The SRE models allow exact computation even when the dataset
is massive, compared to other geostatistical approximation-based
approaches such as Banerjee et al. (2008).  Another advantage
of the SRE model is that it allows a flexible family of spatial
covariance functions without assuming homogeneity, and it has
no constraints on data observed at irregular locations. For many
other approaches such as those in Sain et al. (2011) and Sain
and Kaufman (2011),  a homogeneous Markov random field is
assumed.

In this article, we consider a subset of the Phase II runs in NAR-
CCAP, and the model and methods presented here are ready to be
extended to the full NARCCAP Phase II runs, when they become
available. Recall that the Phase II experiment includes multiple
runs of RCMs with different boundary conditions provided by dif-
ferent GCMs. Thus, instead of the spatial two-way ANOVA model
introduced in this article, we can include another factor for ‘GCM’
and build a spatial three-way ANOVA model. Currently, NARCCAP
includes only one emissions scenario (including greenhouse gases),
the SRES A2 emissions scenario. If others are considered for future
runs, we  can generalize the model to a spatial four-way ANOVA
model by adding the factor for emissions scenario. Note that with
the SRE model, although adding factor(s) increases computation
time, it is linear in the number of data and hence is feasible. Further-
more, the associated computation time is miniscule in comparison
to the computation time to run the physical models to produce the
output of the RCMs themselves.

Another important and natural extension of the current model is
to consider multivariate processes. For example, as well as temper-

ature, RCM outputs for precipitation can be studied simultaneously,
as do Sain et al. (2011).  More generally, a spatial model could be
built by linking RCM outputs to other variables in regional ecosys-
tems, allowing environmental concerns, such as local aerosol alerts,
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o be addressed. Consequently, statistical inference on quantities
sed for environmental protection and policy decisions becomes
ossible.

Finally, we wish to re-state that our analysis is based solely
n the projected climate change from RCMs, and it cannot detect
limate-change patterns that the RCMs fail to describe. If validation
f RCMs is the purpose, then RCM outputs should be compared
ith actual climate (i.e., a long-term summary of observations),

omething NARCCAP Phase I is able to do with NCEP Reanalysis II
ata. However, this is not possible with Phase II, since it involves
0-year projections into the future. Generally speaking, validation
tudies to detect (climate) model biases would benefit from a spa-
ial analysis using, for example, the SRE models presented in this
rticle.
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ppendix A. Priors on parameters

In this section, we give details on the priors on parameters,
ncluding hyperparameter specification; sometimes we  use data
o guide us in the choice of hyperparameters.

We  choose a Gaussian prior, Gau(�0, �2
0 I), for �. Here, the hyper-

arameter �0 is chosen to be the empirical baseline D.., and �2
0 is

hosen to be 106, so that the prior is approximately noninformative.
For the prior on Km, for m = 1, . . .,  5, we wish to capture the multi-

esolutional structure of the spatial basis functions; as in Kang and
ressie (2011),  we put priors on �m:

�1,m, . . . , �r,m] = [�1,1,m, . . . , �1,q1,m]· · ·[�L,1,m, . . . , �L,qL,m|�L−1,qL−1,m], (A.1)

here �l,1,m, . . . , �l,ql,m
are eigenvalues corresponding to the ql

asis functions from the lth resolution, l = 1, . . .,  L, and
∑L

l=1ql =
. We  consider the basis functions given by elevation and four
ndicator functions (Section 4) to be part of the first resolution.
n (A.1), �l,1,m, . . . , �l,ql,m

are distributed as the order statistics
orresponding to i.i.d. lognormally truncated distributed random
ariables with known hyperparameters, mean �l,m and variance
2
l,m

; l = 1, . . .,  L, where the underlying truncated normal distribu-
ion is restricted to (−∞, log �l−1,ql−1,m).

The prior put on 	ij,m is defined indirectly through a prior on a

ogit transformation of the angle:

(	ij,m) ≡ log

[
(
/2 + 	ij,m)
(
/2 − 	ij,m)

]
. (A.2)

hat is, independently,

(	ij,m)∼Gau(cl,m, �2
l,m), (A.3)
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if
(i, j) ∈ Nl ≡ {(i, j) : the ith and jth basis functions are both of the

lth resolution, 1 ≤ i < j ≤ r}; l = 1, . . .,  L. Otherwise, independently,

k(	ij,m)∼Gau(0, �2
0,m), (A.4)

for (i, j) ∈ N0 ≡ {(i, j) : the ith and jth basis functions are of different
resolutions, 1 ≤ i < j ≤ r}.

In (A.3) and (A.4), {cl,m}, {�2
l,m

}, and �2
0,m are hyperparameters.

We specify them in the same manner as suggested by Kang and
Cressie (2011),  so that the multi-resolutional structure of the basis
functions is maintained.

We obtain a method-of-moments estimate K̃m of Km by bin-
ning the data as in Cressie and Johannesson (2008).  Then the mean
hyperparameters are specified through K̃m, and the variance hyper-
parameters are “inflated,” so that the priors are approximately
noninformative. Specifically, we  first obtain the spectral decom-
position of K̃m,

K̃m = P̃m�̃mP̃ ′
m,

where �̃m ≡ diag(�̃1,m, . . . , �̃r,m), �̃1,m ≥ �̃2,m ≥ · · · ≥ �̃r,m > 0,
and P̃m is the corresponding orthogonal matrix of eigen-
vectors. The Givens angles of K̃m are then calculated:
�̃m ≡ (	̃12,m, . . . , 	̃1r,m, 	̃23,m, . . . , 	̃2r,m, . . . , 	̃(r−1)r,m)′. For l = 1,
. . .,  L, we  specify:

�l,m =
ql∑

i=1

log(�̃l,i,m)
ql

,

�2
l,m

= �

ql∑
i=1

(log(�̃l,i,m) − �l,m)2

(ql − 1)
,

where � is a positive inflation factor for the variance, chosen as
� = 6 in this article. Similarly, we  specify {cl,m}, {�2

l,m
}, and �2

0,m, as
follows:

cl,m =
∑

(i,j)∈Nl

k(	̃ij,m)
|Nl|

,

�2
l,m

= �
∑

(i,j)∈Nl

(k(	̃ij,m) − cl,m)2

(|Nl| − 1)
,

�2
0,m = �

∑
(i,j)∈N0

k(	̃ij,m)2

|N0| ,

where k(·) is given by (A.2).
We choose inverse-gamma distributions, IG(a,  b), for the prior

on �2
ε with a = b = 0.001, so that the prior distributions are approx-

imately noninformative.

Appendix B. Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithm

We  implement the MCMC  procedure with a Gibbs sam-

pler, incorporating Metropolis–Hastings steps where necessary.
The full conditional distributions, as well as details of the
Metropolis–Hastings steps are described as follows.

Since {Yij} are fully determined by �, {ıi}, {� j}, and {�ij}, we only
investigate the joint posterior distribution of �, {ıi}, {� j}, {�ij}, and
unknown parameters, but not {Yij} directly.

The posterior distribution of all the unknowns, �, {ıi}, {� j}, {�ij},
K1, . . .,  K5, and �2

ε , given the data {Dij}, is proportional to the joint
distribution, which can then be simplified:



1 d Eart
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2exp
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�, ıi, � j, �ij, K1, . . . , K5, �2
ε |D11, . . . , D24] ∝ [D11, . . . , D24|�, ıi, � j

×[�12, �22, �14, �24|K5] × [�, K1, . . . , K5, �2
ε ] ∝

2∏
i=1

4∏
j=1

|�2
ε Vij|−1/

×
2∏

i=1

|K1|−1/2exp{−ı′
iK

−1
1 ıi/2} ×

∏
j={1,3}

|K2|−1/2exp{−� ′
jK

−1
2 � j/2} ×

×
2∏

i=1

∏
j={2,4}

|K5|−1/2exp{−�′
ijK

−1
5 �ij/2} × (�2

0 )−n/2exp{−(� − �0)′(�

×
5∏

m=1

[�m|�1,m, . . . , �L,m, �2
1,m, . . . , �2

L,m] ×
5∏

m=1

[�m|c1,m, . . . , cL,

rom this joint distribution, we can calculate the full conditional
istributions for all the unknowns, except {�m} and {�m}, based
n straightforward conjugate distributions. Let “A|rest” denote the
onditional distribution of the unknown A given all other unknowns
and data). The full conditional distribution for � is:

|rest∼Gau(��|rest, ��|rest),

here

�|rest ≡ ��|rest

⎛
⎝�−2

0 �0+
2∑

i=1

4∑
j=1

(�2
ε Vij)

−1(Dij − S(ıi+� j+�ij))

⎞
⎠ ,

nd

�|rest ≡

⎛
⎝�−2

0 I +
2∑

i=1

4∑
j=1

(�2
ε Vij)

−1

⎞
⎠

−1

.

he full conditional distribution for ıi is:

i|rest∼Gau(�ıi |rest, �ıi |rest),

here

ıi |rest ≡ �ıi |rest

4∑
j=1

S′(�2
ε Vij)

−1(Dij − � − S(� j + �ij)),

nd

ıi |rest ≡

⎛
⎝K−1

1 + S′
4∑

j=1

(�2
ε Vij)

−1S

⎞
⎠

−1

.

he full conditional distribution for � j is:

j|rest∼Gau(��j |rest, ��j |rest),

here
�j |rest ≡ ��j |rest

2∑
i=1

S′(�2
ε Vij)

−1(Dij − � − S(ıi + �ij)),

nd

�j |rest ≡
(

K−1
m + S′

2∑
i=1

(�2
ε Vij)

−1S

)−1

,
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�2
ε ]×[ı1, ı2|K1]×[�1, �3|K2]×[�2, �4|K3] × [�11, �21, �13, �23|K4]

{
−(Dij−� − S(ıi + � j+�ij))

′(�2
ε Vij)

−1 (Dij − � − S(ıi+� j + �ij))/2
}

,4}
|K3|−1/2exp{−� ′

jK
−1
3 � j/2} ×

2∏
i=1

∏
j={1,3}

|K4|−1/2exp{−�′
ijK

−1
4 �ij/2}

0)/(2�2
0 )} × (�2

ε )−(a+1)exp{−b/�2
ε }

,m, �2
1,m, . . . , �2

L,m]. (B.1)

where for j = 1 and 3, Km = K2; otherwise, for j = 2 and 4, Km = K3. The
full conditional distribution for �2

ε is the inverse-gamma distribu-
tion, IG(a∗, b∗), where

a∗ = a + 4n,

and

b∗ ≡ b +
2∑

i=1

4∑
j=1

(Dij − � − S(ıi + � j + �ij))
′V−1

ij
(Dij − � − S(ıi + � j + �ij))/2.

For the parameters {�m} and {�m}, no closed-form full con-
ditional distributions can be obtained, and a random-walk
Metropolis–Hastings algorithm is applied (e.g., Gilks et al.,
1996). The MCMC  procedure, which is a Gibbs sampler with
Metropolis–Hastings updates according to the full conditional dis-
tributions outlined above, is iterated many times to generate a
sample from the joint posterior distribution of the unknowns given
the data.
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